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Exponential distribution for the occurrence of rare
patterns in Gibbsian random fields

M. Abadi *
J.-R. Chazottes t

F. Redig +
E. Verbitskiy §

February 14, 2003

Abstract: We study the distribution of the occurrence of rare patterns in sufficiently mixing
Gibbs random fields on the lattice Zd. A typical example is the high temperature Ising model.
This distribution is shown to converge to an exponential law as the size of the pattern diverges.
Our analysis not only provides this convergence but also a precise estimate of the distance
between the exponential law and the distribution of the occurrence of finite patterns. A similar
result holds for the repetition of a rare pattern. We apply these results to the fluctuation
properties of occurrence and repetition of patterns: We prove a central limit theorem and a
large deviation principle.

Key-words: occurrence of patterns, repetition of patterns, exponential law, high tem
perature Gibbs random fields, non-uniform mixing, entropy, relative entropy, central limit
theorem, large deviations.

1 Introduction

In the last decade there has been an intensive study of exponential laws for rare events
in the context of dynamical systems and stochastic processes, see e.g. the review paper
[2]. In general, these laws are derived under the assumption of sufficiently strong mixing
conditions, which basically ensures the possibility of writing the rare event as an intersection
of almost independent events. The basic example of a rare event is the occurrence or return
of a large cylindrical event. Other relevant examples are approximate cylindrical events
(approximate matching in the sense of Hamming distance, see e.g. [10]), or large deviation
events in certain interacting particle systems, see e.g. [3, 4].

The mixing conditions appearing in the context of dynamical systems or stochastic
processes are typical for Z-actions, e.g., the \[I-mixing condition is very naturally satisfied
in the context of Bowen-Gibbs measures [5]. In turning to the context of random fields or
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Zd-actions, the 'l!-mixing property is very restrictive and in many natural examples such as
Markov fields, this property does not hold except (trivially) in the i.i.d. case. A large class of
random fields with obvious relevance to various applications (e.g. statistical physics, image
processing etc.) are the Gibbsian random fields. Many interesting fluctuation properties
such as large deviations principle, central limit theorems have been derived for Gibbsian
random fields, and by now they constitute a well-established field of research, see e.g. [16],
[18], [19].

The study of exponential laws for the occurrence or repetition of rare events in random
fields has been initiated by A.J. Wyner [30] for the 'l!-mixing case. Therefore the results
of that paper are not applicable to (non Li.d.) Gibbsian random fields, even not in the
high mixing regime (such as Dobrushin uniqueness, or analyticity regime). As an example,
consider the d-dimensional Ising model in the high-temperature regime and fix a pattern
in a cubic box of size n: what is the size of the "observation window" in which we see this
pattern for the first time? This is clearly a rare event when the size of the pattern increases,
and hence one expects in the "high mixing regime" that the size of this observation window
is approximately exponentially distributed with parameter proportional to the probability
of the pattern.

The main difficulty in making this intuition into a mathematical statement is caused
by the typical non-uniform mixing of Gibbsian random fields, i.e., the influence of an event
A on an event B, say, is not only dependent on their distance but also on their size.
More precisely, the difference between the conditional probability lP(AIB) and lP(A) can be
estimated in the optimal situation of Dobrushin uniqueness regime as something of the form
IAI exp(-dist(A, B)). On a technical level, this "non-uniform mixing" implies that the rare
event under consideration should be written as an intersection of events which at the same
time are separated by a large distance and do not have an "excessive" size.

In this paper we concentrate on Gibbsian random fields in the Dobrushin uniqueness
regime (e.g. high temperature case). This has to be considered as the first non-trivial test
case for random fields, with a broad variety of examples. The regime of phase coexistence
(such as in the low-temperature Ising model) poses an even larger non-uniformity in the
mixing conditions, i.e., the difference between lP(AIB) and lP(A) will in that case also de
pend on which events B we are conditioning on. Recent techniques such as disagreement
percolation constitute a powerful tool to tackle this situation. This is however not the
subject of the present paper, where we want to deal with the basic non-uniformity in the
mixing appearing in all non-trivial Gibbsian random fields.

Besides the mere derivation of exponential laws for the occurrence and repetition of rare
events, we obtain a precise and uniform estimate of the error (i.e., the difference between
the law and its exponential approximation). We show that obtaining this precise control of
the error has many useful non-trivial applications in studying fluctuations of both "waiting
times" and repetitions of rare patterns. Besides cubic patterns the results apply to more
general rare events such as approximate matching. However in that case, the estimation of
the error depends on the behavior of the rate distortion function, which is known only in
the simplest cases like i.i.d. and Markov, see [13] for a review.

The problem of "waiting times" is to ask for the lP-typical size of the "observation
window" in which a Q-typical pattern occurs, where 1P is Gibbsian, and Q is any ergodic
field. The logarithm of the size of this observation window properly normalized converges
to the sum of the entropy of Q and the relative entropy density s(QllP). To this "law of large
numbers" we add precise large deviation estimates and a central limit theorem as a corollary
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of the exponential law with its precise error. The main point is that the exponential law
provides an approximation of the logarithm of the waiting time by minus the logarithm of
the probability of the corresponding pattern. For the cumulant generating function of the
waiting times, we give an explicit expression in terms of the pressure. It coincides with the
cumulant generating function of the probability of patterns in the interval (-1,00) and is
constant on (-00, -1]. A similar phenomenon was observed numerically for the cumulant
generating function of the return times (that is in dimension one), see [20].

For repetition of patterns, we prove a similar exponential law with uniform error bound.
However, in that case we have to exclude "badly self-repeating" patterns, which have expo
nentially small probability for any Gibbs measure. As a corollary, we obtain a law of large
numbers and a central limit theorem for repetitions. The large deviations are more subtle
due to the presence of the bad patterns. We prove a full large deviation principle for the
measure conditioned on good patterns, and a restricted large deviation principle for the full
measure.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give basic notations and definitions
and state our main result and its corollaries. In section 3 we review basic properties of
high-temperature Gibbs measures. Section 4 contains the proof of the exponential law for
the occurrence of patterns, and section 5 is devoted to the derivation of its corollaries.

2 Definitions and results

We consider a random field {O"(x) : x E Zd} on the lattice Zd, where O"(x) takes values in a
finite set A. The joint distribution of {O"(x) : x E Zd} is denoted by JP. The configuration
space n = Azd

is endowed with the product topology (makinig it into a compact metric
space). The set of finite subsets of Zd is denoted by S. For A, B E S we put d(A, B) =
min{lx - yl : x E A,y E B}, where Ixl = 2:f=llxil (x = (Xl,X2, ... ,Xd». For A E S,:FA is
the sigma-field generated by {O"(x) : x E A}. For V E S we put nv = AV. For 0" E n, and
V E S, O"V E nv denotes the restriction of 0" to V. For x E Zd and 0" En, TxO" denotes the
translation of 0" by x: TxO"(Y) = O"(x + y). For an event E ~ n the dependence set of E is
the minimal A E S such that E is:FA measurable. For any n E N let en = [0, n]d n Zd. An
element An E nCn is called an-pattern.

Definition 2.1 (First occurrence of a pattern). For every configuration 0" E n we
define tAn (0") to be the first occurrence of an n-pattern An in that configuration, that is
the minimal kEN such that there exists a non-negative vector x = (Xl, ... ,Xd) E Zi with
Xi ::; k, i = 1, ... , d, Ixl > 0, satisfying

(2.2)

We now come to the mixing hypothesis we make on our random fields. For m > 0 define

(2.3)

where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets A l , A2 of Zd, with d(A l , A2 ) ~ m and
EAi E :FAi' with JP(EA2) > O. Note that this cp(m) differs from the usual cp-mixing function
since we divide by the size of the dependence set of the event EAI.
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Definition 2.4. A random field is non-uniformly exponentially cp-mixing if there exist
constants 0 1 ,02 > 0 such that

(2.5)

The examples that motivate this definition are Gibbsian random fields in the Dobrushin
uniqueness regime (see Definition 3.8 below). We leave their definition and properties till
the next section. For a pattern An E nCn we define the corresponding cylinder C(An) as

Our main result reads:

Theorem 2.6. For a Gibbsian random field satifying (2.5), there exist strictly positive
constants 0, c, p, A l , A2 , A l ~ A2 , such that for any n and any n-pattern An, there exists
AAn E [At, A2], such that

I][» {tAn> (AAnlP' (~(An))r/d} - e-
t I~ 0 lP' (C(An))P e-

ct
(2.7)

for any t > O.

Notice that lP'(C(An )) in the "error term" in (2.7) is bounded above by exp(-dnd ), with
c' > 0, by the Gibbs property. The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4.

Remark 2.8. The only results we are aware of in the context of random fields appeared in
(30). The results of that paper are valid under the assumption of a much stronger mixing
condition than ours, namely 'l/J-mixing. Gibbs random fields cannot satisfy such a property
(except in the i.i.d. case) and in general 'l/J-mixing is a very restrictive property in the
context of random fields.

From the proof of Theorem 2.6 it will be clear that the following generalizations are
possible:

1. (An)n are finite patterns supported on a van Hove sequence of subsets of Zd.

2. (An)n is replaced by any sequence of FCn measurable events, e.g., the events of ap
proximate matching defined by

1
A~ = {O" En: nd :E .t(O"(X) =1= An(x)) ~ f}.

xECn

We will show elsewhere how to prove an analog of Theorem 2.6 in order to obtain the same
kind of result for the low temperature "plus phase" of the Ising model, where the mixing
condition of Definition 2.4 is no longer satisfied.

We now state a number of corollaries of the previous theorem. We first consider the
repetition of patterns.

Definition 2.9 (First repetition of the initial pattern). For every configuration 0" E n
and for all n E N, we define the first repetition, denoted by rn(O"), as the minimal kEN
such that there exist a vector x = (Xl, ... , Xd) E Zi, with 0 ~ Xi ~ k and Ixl > 0, satisfying

(2.10)
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To obtain a similar result for the repetition times we have to exclude certain patterns
with "too quick repetitions". We will make this notion precise later. The following result
is established in Subsection 5.1.

Theorem 2.11. For a Gibbsian random field satifying (2.5)' there exist

(i) a set Gn , which is a union of cylinders;

(ii) strictly positive constants B, b, C, c, p

such that for any n ;:::: 1
(2.12)

and for each An with C(An) ~ Gn

(2.13)

for all t > 0 and where AAn is given in Theorem 2.6.

We denote by s(lP') the entropy of lP' (see the next section for the definition). The
next result (proved in subsection 5.2) shows how the repetition of typical patterns allow to
compute the entropy using a single "typical" configuration.

Theorem 2.14. For a Gibbsian random field satifying (2.5), there exists EO > 0 such that
for all E > EO

-dogn:S: log [(rn(O"))d lP'(C(O"Cn))] :s: loglognE eventually lP'-almost surely. (2.15)

In particular

lim dd logrn(O") = s(lP') !P - a.s.
n-too n

(2.16)

Remark that (2.16) is a particular case of the result by Ornstein and Weiss in [24] where
lP' is only assumed to be ergodic. Under our assumptions, we get the more precise result
(2.15).

We now consider the occurrence of an n-pattern drawn from some ergodic random field
in the configuration drawn from a possibly different Gibbsian random field. This is the
natural d-dimensional analog of the waiting-time [27], [30].

Definition 2.17 ("Waiting time"). For all configurations e,O" En and/or all n E N, we
define the "waiting time", denoted by Wn(e, a), as the minimal kEN such that there exist
a non-negative vector x = (Xl, ... ,Xd) E Z~, with 0 :s: Xi :s: k and Ixl > 0, satisfying

(2.18)

Notice that wn(e,a) = t~cn (a). We are going to consider the situation when eis
"randomly chosen" according to an ergodic random field Q and a is "randomly chosen"
according to a non-uniformly exponentially ep-mixing Gibbs random field lP', Le. (e,a) is
drawn with respect to the product measure Qx!P. We denote by s(QI!P) the relative entropy
of Q with respect to lP'j see section 3 for the definition and a more explicit form. We have
the following result (proved in Subsection 5.3):
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Theorem 2.19. For a Gibbsian random field satifying (2.5) JID and an ergodic random field
Q, there exists 100 > 0 such that for all 10 > 100

(2.20)

for Q x JID-eventually almost every (e, a). In particular

(2.21)

Statement (2.21) is the d-dimensional generalization of a result obtained in [9] in the
case of Bowen-Gibbs measures. Using Theorem 2.14 we can rewrite (2.21), for a "typical"
pair (e,a), as follows:

(The measure Q is supposed to be Gibbsian or only ergodic if we invoke the Ornstein-Weiss
theorem alluded to above.) This gives an interpretation of relative entropy in terms of
repetition and waiting times.

We now turn to the analysis of fluctuations of occurrence and repetitions of patterns.
In the sequel, U is the interaction defining the Gibbs measure JID (see Section 3 below). The
following two theorems are proved in Subsection 5.4.

Theorem 2.22. Let U be a finite range interaction, and for f3 small enough let JID,B be the
unique Gibbs measure with interaction {JU. There exists f30 > 0 such that for all f3 < f30
there exists (J = (J,B > 0 such that

dlog r n -dnds(JID.a) -'. N(O, (J2) ,--, a.s. n -+ 00, in JID,B distribution,
n2"

where N(o, (J2) denotes the normal law with mean zero and variance (J2.

(2.23)

Theorem 2.24. Let U be a finite range interaction, and for f3 small enough let JID,B be the
unique Gibbs measure with interaction f3U. There exists f30 > 0 such that for all f3 < f30
there exists (J = (Jf3 > 0 such that

dlogwn-:nds(lP',B) -+N(0,(J2) , as n-+ 00, inlP',B xlP',B distribution. (2.25)
n2"

Remark 2.26. From the proof of the previous theorem it follows that one can replace the
measure lP',B x lP',B by the measure Q x lP',B, where Q is any ergodic random field, and s(lP'.a)
by s(Q) + s(QIlP',B).

Remark 2.27. The {Jo of Theorems 2.22 and 2.24 determines the analiticity regime of the
pressure. This is related to the regime where the high-temperature expansion is convergent.
The restriction to finite range interactions is here for convenience only, and can be replaced
by the requirement that the norm

IIUII = L IIU(A, ·)11 exp (a(diam(A»)
A30

is finite for some a> O. See [28].
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We end our corollaries by large deviation estimates. In the context of Gibbs measures,
it is well-known that the sequence {- rta log IP'(C(aen)) : n E N} satisfies a large deviation
principle see e.g., [12]' [23l. Here we shall apply the more accurate large deviation result of
[25l that was already used in [11] to establish large deviations for log r n (in dimension one).

The following theorem isproved in subsection 5.5.

Theorem 2.28. Let IP' be a Gibbsian random field satifying (2.5). Then for all q E lR the
limit

W(q) = lim I
d
log!w~d dIP'xJID

n-too n
(2.29)

exists. Moreover,

W( ) = {p «1 - q)U) + (q - I)P(U),
q P(2U) - 2P(U),

for q ~ -1,

for q < -1,
(2.30)

where P is the pressure defined in (3.12) below.

The following theorem gives the precise consequence of Theorem 2.28 for the large
deviations of logwn provided P«1 - q)U) is 0 1 for all q ~ -1. For this we can apply
the result of [25]. The pressure function is 0 1 for example in the Ising model. In the case
P«I- q)U) is not differentiable everywhere on [-1,00), the result of [25] will give us Large
Deviations for u in some bounded interval.

Theorem 2.31. Suppose U is a finite range interaction. There exists /31 > 0 be such that
for /3 ~ /31 there exists a unique Gibbs measure IP'(3 with interaction /3U: for all u ~ 0 we
have

. 1 (lOgw
d

).hm d log (IP'(3 x JID(3) d n ~ s(IP'(3) + u = lIlf {-(s(JID(3) + u)q + W(q)}
n-too n n q>-l

and for all u E (O,uo), Uo = Ilimq4-- 1 W'(q) - s(JID)I,

lim I
d

log (JID(3 x JID(3) (lOg:~ ~ s(JID(3) - u) = inf {-(s(JID(3) - u)q + W(q)}
n-too n n q>-l

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.37)

Remark 2.34. A more general version of Theorem 2.28 can be easily deduced by following
the same lines as its proof: The measure JID x JID can be replaced by the measure Q x JID where
Q is any Gibbsian random field (without any mixing assumption). Of course formula 2.30
has to be modified: Now W(q) = P(V - qU) - P(V) + qP(V) for q ~ -1, where V is the
interaction of the Gibbs measure Q. Accordingly, a version of Theorem 2.31 can be obtained
under a differentiability condition on W.

Remark 2.35. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.28, the sequence {~logwn} satisfies
a Large Deviation Principle in the sense of [14J (Theorem 4.5.20 p. 157).

The following theorem derives from Theorem 2.11. Since its derivation follows verbatim
along the lines of [11]' we omit the proof.

Theorem 2.36. Suppose U is a finite range interaction. There exists /31 > 0 be such that
for /3 ~ /31 there exists a unique Gibbs measure JID(3 with interaction /3U and there exists
it > 0 such that for all u E [0, it) we have

. 1 (lOgr
d

)hm -dlogJID(3 -d
n

~s(JlDf3)+u =I(s(JID(3)+u),
n-too n n
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and

(2.38)

where
I(u) = sup(uq - W(q»

qEIR

Remark 2.39. It follows from the proof of theorem 2.31 that we have the analogue theorem
for repetition times, if we condition the measure JID,8 on good patterns, that is, patterns which
are not "badly self-repeating", see Definition 5.6 below.

Remark 2.40. f31 in Theorems 2.31 and 2.36 does not necessarily coincide with the critical
inverse temperature f3c (below which there is a unique Gibbs measure), and is in general
strictly bigger that the f30 of Theorem 2.22 and 2.24, see [17}.

3 Gibbsian random fields and Dobrushin uniqueness

For the sake of convenience the present and next subsections are devoted to the notion of
Gibbsian random fields and their mixing properties. More details on this subject can be
found in [18], [19].

Definition 3.1. An translation-invariant interaction is a function

U:5xn-+JR,

such that the following conditions are satisfied:

1. U(A,o-) depends on O"(x), with x E A only.

2. Translation invariance:

(3.2)

U(A + x, LxO") = U(A, 0")

3. Uniform summability:

VA E 5,x E Zd,O" En. (3.3)

(3.4)

The set of all such interactions is denoted by U. An interaction U is called finite-range
if there exists an R > 0 such that U(A,O") = 0 for all A E 5 with diam(A) > R. For U E U,
( E n, A E 5, we define the finite-volume Hamiltonian with boundary condition ( as

H~ (0") = L U(A, O"A(Ac).
AnA~0

(3.5)

Corresponding to the Hamiltonian in (3.5) we have the finite-volume Gibbs measures JID~'<,
A E 5, defined on n by

f /(0 dJID~'«(e) = L /(O"A(Ac) e-H~((T) /Z~,
(TAE!1A

8
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where f is any continuous function and Z~ denotes the partition function normalizing JID~'(
to a probability measure. Because of the uniform summability condition, (3.4) the objects
H~ and JID~I( are continuous as a function of the boundary condition (.

For a probability measure JID on 0, we denote by JID~ the conditional probability distri
bution of a(x), x E A, given aAc = (Ac. Of course, this object is only defined on a set
of JID-measure one. For A E 5, r E 5 and A ~ r, we denote by JIDr(aAIO the conditional
probability to find aA inside A, given that ( occurs in r \ A.

For U E U, we call JID a Gibbs measure with interaction U if its conditional probabilities
coincide with the ones prescribed in (3.6), i.e., if

1ID( _ TIllU,(
JrA-JrA JID - a.s. A E 5,( E O. (3.7)

We denote by Q(U) the set of all translation invariant Gibbs measures with interaction U.
For any U E U, Q(U) is a non-empty compact convex set. In this paper we will in fact
restrict ourselves to interactions with a unique Gibbs measure.

A basic example is the ferromagnetic Ising model, where U({x,y},a) = -{lJu(x)a(y)
if Ix - yl = 1, U({x},a) = -h{la(x). Here {l E (0,00) represents the inverse temperature,
J > 0 the coupling strength, and h the external magnetic field.

We turn to the mixing properties of Gibbs random fields. For an interaction U E U, the
Dobrushin matrix is given by

The matrix 'Y measures the dependence of changing the spin at site y on the conditional
probability at site x.

Definition 3.8. The interaction U is said to satisfy the Dobrushin uniqueness condition if

sup L 'Yxy(U) < 1.
XEZdYEZd

(3.9)

The following result is proved in [18], see also [19], theorem 2.1.3, p. 52.

Theorem 3.10. Under the condition (3.9), there is a unique Gibbs measure JID E Q(U), and
this JID is non-uniformly exponentially tp-mixing, i.e., it satisfies the mixing property (2.5).

Examples for which (3.9) is satisfied are:

1. The so-called high-temperature region where. U E U is such that

sup L(IAI-l) sup IU(A,a) - U(A,a')1 < 2.
XEZd A3x ~~En

(3.11)

Inequality (3.11) implies the Dobrushin uniqueness condition (3.9) (see [18], p. 143,
Proposition 8.8). In particular, it implies that IQ(U)I = 1 (i.e., no phase transition).
Note that it is independent of the "single-site part" of the interaction, i.e., of the
interactions U ({x}, u). For any finite range potential U there exists {lc such that flU
satisfies (3.11) for all {l < {lc. For the Ising model in d = 2, much more is known: the
mixing property (2.4) holds for any {l < {lc (see e.g. [15]).
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2. low temperature regime for an interaction with unique ground state and finite Do
brushin norm CEA30 IAI IIU(A, ·)1100 < 00), e.g., the Ising model in a homogeneous
magnetic field and sufficiently large (3. See [19] example (2.1.5)

3. Interactions with a finite Dobrushin norm in a significant exterior field. See [19],
example (2.1.4). For the Ising model in two dimensions e.g., this means that the field
h should satisfy

Ihl > 4(3 + log(8(3) .

We now recall some basic facts on entropy and relative entropy (or Kullback-Leibler
information). We use the following shorthand to ease notation:

The entropy s (JPl) of JPl is defined as

s(JPl) = lim - Id "JPl(Cn)logJPl(Cn).
n-too n L-J

en

The relative entropy s(QIJPl) of a stationary random field Q with respect to a Gibbsian
random field JPl is

( I) . 1" Q(Cn )
s QJPl = nl~~ nd L-J Q(Cn ) log JPl(Cn)

en

In terms of the interaction U of JPl the relative entropy is

s(QIJPl) = P(U) - / fu dQ - s(Q),

where

f ( ) = " U(A, 0")
u 0" L-J IAI

A30

and P(U) is the pressure of U, which defined as follows

P(U) = lim ~ log Zcn ,
n-too n

where

ZCn = L exp(- L U(A,O"))
O'Cn EOcn A~Cn

is the partition function with the free boundary conditions.

(3.12)

Proposition 3.13. Let JPl be a Gibbs random field and Q be an ergodic random field. Then

. 1 Q(C(O"cn ))

!~~ nd log JPl(C(O"c
n

)) = s(QIJPl)

for Q-almost every 0" •

10



Proof. The proof is simple, but since we did not find it in the literature, we give it here for
the sake of completeness. Write

if

lim ~ sup 19n(cr) - hn(cr) I= O.
n-too n (j

Let U be the potential of the Gibbsian field JPl. Then we have

logJPl(C(crCn )) f'J - L Tdu(cr) -log Zcn •

iECn

Therefore, by ergodicity of Q

converges Q-a.s. to

-JfudQ - P(U) .

By the Shannon-Me Millan-Breiman theorem [22, 29]

1
d logQ(C(crcn ))
n

converges Q-a.s. to -s(Q). Hence the difference

converges Q-a.s. to

P(U) - (s(Q) - Jfu dQ )

this is equal, by the Gibbs variational principle to s(QIJPl). o

A standard property of Gibbs measures which we will use often is the following. There
exist C, c, C' , c' » such that

for every cylinder Cn supported on Cn.

4 Proof of Theorem 2.6

(3.14)

To ease notation, we will write JPl(A) instead of JPl(C(A)) where A = An is an n-pattern.

11



4.1 Preliminary results

In this section we prove Theorem 2.6. We follow the lines of [1].

For V E S, (7 E n and A = An an n-pattern we say that "A is present in V", and
write A -< V, for the configuration (7 if there exists x = (Xl, X2, ... , Xd) E tld such that
W := x + Cn ~ V and (Tx (7)W = A. By abusing notation, we will write lP(A -< V) for the
probability of that event.

Lemma 4.1. Let V be a finite subset of 7ld, and let A = An be a n-pattern. Then we have

lP(A -< V) ::; JVllP(A)

Proof. lP(A -< V) ::; L lP({(7 : (7lx+cn = A}) = L lP(A) = JVllP(A).
xEV xEV

For every kEN define

Nt((7) = L .I{TX ((7)cn = A}.
xEZd

O~xi~k

Then the following events coincide:

Moreover,

D

(4.2)

Lemma 4.3 (Second moment estimate). Consider a non-uniformly exponentially cp
mixing Gibbsian random field. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for every n, kEN, and
every b. > 2n one has

Proof. Define C(x, n) = x + Cn' We have to estimate the following expression

E(Nt)2 = L L lP((7C(x,n) = (7C(y,n) = A).
xEZd YEZd

O~xi~k O~Yi~k

We split the above double sum into the three following sums

(4.4)

11 = L, 12 = L '
X=Y x-:j.y

Ix-yl~A

Let us proceed with each of the sums separately. For It one obviously has

It = L lP(A) = (k + l)dlP(A).
xEZd

O~xi~k

12



To estimate 12 we use that for any Gibbsian random field there exists a constant 0 > 0 such
that for any finite volume V, and any configuration 0' and ry, the conditional probability of
observing 0' on V, given ry outside of V, can be estimated as follows

JID(ov Iryvc ) ::; exp(-oWl).

Therefore

h = L JID(O"C(x,n) = O'C(y,n) = A) = L JID(O'C(x,n) IO"C(y,n) = A)JID(A)
x=/;y x=/;y

Ix-yl$Ll Ix-yl$Ll

< L JID(A)exp(-o IC(x,n) \ C(y,n)I)·
x=/;y

Ix-yl$Ll

To complete the estimate, it is sufficient to observe that since x =1= y, the volume of the set
C(x, n) \ C(y, n) is at least n. Hence

Finally, using the mixing condition (2.5), for 13 we obtain

13 = L JID(O'C(x,n) = O'C(y,n) = A)::; L (JID(A) + nd'{J(tl - 2n») JID(A)
x=/;y x=/;y

Ix-yl>Ll Ix-yl>Ll

::; (k + 1)2d JID(A)(JID(A) + nd'{J(tl - 2n».

Combining all the estimates together we obtain the statement of the lemma. o

Lemma 4.6 (The parameter). There exist strictly positive constants AI, A2 such that
for any integer t with tJID(A) ::; 1/2, one has

A A .- _logJID(tA > tI/d) A
1::; A,t·- tJID(A) ::; 2·

Proof. Taking into account (4.2) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we obtain

(4.7)

We apply the basic inequalities
~ < 1 - e-K. < K. (4.8)2 - -,

where the left inequality is valid for all K. E [0,1], and the right inequality is true for K. ~ o.
Let now K. = -logJID(tA > t 1/ d ). Then, using lemma 4.3 and (4.7), we conclude

-logJID(tA > t1/ d ) > JID(tA ::; t 1/ d )

tJID(A) - tJID(A)

> 1
- 1 + e-ontld + tJID(A) + tnd'{J(tl - 2n)

1> _0 Al
- 1 + C1 + 1/2 + C2 -. ,

13



where we have chosen .0. = n d+l , and

C l = L e-onnd(d+l) < 00.

nEN

By the choice of t one has tJP(A) ~ 1/2. Moreover, for a Gibbs random field, there exists a
constant C4 > °such that

P(A) ~ exp(-C4nd)

for every n and all cubic patterns A. Hence, t ~ exp(c4nd), and therefore

C2 = sup {tndtp(.0. - 2n)} ~ sup {ndexp (qnd - cl(nd+l - 2n))} < 00.
nEN nEN

For the upper bound, we use (4.8) again, but first we have to check that r;, = -logJP(tA > tl/d) E

[0,1]. Indeed, since t < (2JP(A))-1, by Lemma 4.1 we have

P( lid) > P ( 1) _ 1 _ JP « 1 ) > _ ]ID(A) _!
tA > t - tA > (2P(A))1/d - tA - (2JP(A))1/d - 1 2JP(A) - 2'

Hence, r;, ~ log(2) < 1, therefore r;, ~ 2(1 - e-II:), which means

where we have used Lemma 4.1 for the second inequality. Hence, we can choose A2 = 2.
This finishes the proof.

o

For positive numbers x An' YAn depending on the n-pattern An we write x An ~ YAn if

1· XAn 11m -=.
n-too YA n

For a positive integer tA we set C(tA) = [0, tA]dnZd. For a subset V ~ Zd let A -I< V be the
event that the n-pattern A cannot be found in V. (See above for the definition of A ~ V.)

Lemma 4.9 (Iteration Lemma). Let A = An be a n-pattern and tA be such that t1 =
[P(A)-u], where [.] denotes the integer part {) E (0,1). For i = 1, ... k, let Ci(tA) denote
any collection of k disjoints cubes of the form Xi + C(tA)' Then, for n large enough, there
exists 8 E (0,1), which depends only on the measure P, such that the following inequality
holds for all k:

III' (A ,<~ Gi(tA)) -II' (A ,< G(tA))'1 ~ I'(A)' k (II' (A ,< G(tA)) + I'(A)')' (4.10)

where 'fJ = (1- {)(d - l)/d) (1 - 8).

Proof. We will prove

14



The inequality

I' (A f< ~ C;(tAl) 2 I' (A f< C(tA))' -I'(A)" k (I' (A f< C(tA)) +I'(Al"l'

is derived analogously.

For any positive integer z, we write z = (z, .. . ,z) E Zd. We denote by Ci(tA) the cube
Xi + z + C(tA - 2z). For positive integer ~ < 2tA, we consider the difference

I' ( Af< ~ C;(tAl) -I' (A f< CI'(tA) U 0,C;(tAl)

I' ( A f< CI'(tA) U 0,C;(tA) n A ~ Cl(tAl\Cf(tAl)

< I' ( A f<~ Cl"(tA) n A ~ Cj (tAl\CI'(tA)) .

Iterating the mixing property (2.5), we bound the last term by

On the other hand

I' ( A f< Cf(tA) U ;~C;(tA)) - I' (A f< cl' (tAl) I' ( A f< 0,C;(tA))

< \O(lll IA f< CI'(tA) I I' ( A f< 0,C; (tAl)

< cp(~)t1 (JID (A I< C~(tA)) + cp(~) IC(tA)1 )k-1 .

Put
E1 = EdA, tA,~) = cp(~) t1,

E2 = E2(A, tA,~) = 2d~t1-1JID(A),

E = O(E1 + (2),

where C is a positive constant to be defined later on. Put also

We obtain the recursion

15



which upon iteration leads to

We choose C such that, aft. + EI :S a1 + E, so we have

Now we use the following simple inequality for °< x :S y < 1 and N any positive integer:

yN _ xN _ (y _ x)(xN-1 + xN-2y + ... yN-1)

< (y _ x)NyN-1 ,

to obtain
ak - a~ ~ 2 E k (at + E1)k-1 :S 4 € k (a1 + E)k .

Choose D. = nd+l. Since t~ ~ lP(A)-l1 for some f) E (0,1), we obtain for the "error terms"
E1, E2:

_crnd +1 c211nd
e e ,

2dnd+IlP(A)-l1ddllP(A).

This yields

o

4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.6

Let t > 0, and put t = kfA +r, where fA = [l/(lP(A))'Y] h' E (0,1), [.] denotes integer part),
k is an integer and r < fA. Put tA= k[JA], t~ = (k + l)[JA], Without loss of generality
we assume that the size of a n-pattern A is sufficiently large, so f AlP(A) ~ IP(A)l-'Y < 1/2.
We remind that for n-patterns, Gibbs fields admit uniform estimates lP(A) ~ exp( -end) for
some e> 0. Now, recall from Lemma 4.6 that

(4.23)

for some positive constants AI, A2 • We also define

It is not difficult to see that XA E [AI/2, A2], for n large enough.

Since tA~ t ~ t~, one obviously has

and
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Now,

IlfD(tA > (t~)l/d) - exp(-AAlfD(A)t~)1 ::; IlfD(tA > (t~)l/d ) -lfD(tA > (fA)l/d )kl

+ IlfD(tA > (fA)l/d }k - exp( -AAlfD(A) t~}1

+ Iexp(-AAlfD(A) t~) - exp(-AAlfD(A) t~}1

By Lemma 4.9,

IlfD(tA > (t~) lid) - lfD(tA > (fA}l/d)k I < lfD(Ayr(1-6)/d k (lfD(tA > (fA)l/d} + lfD(A)l-'Y) k .

lfD(Ayr(1-6)/d t lfD(A) exp(-~AlfD(A} t~)

< lfD(A}'Y(1-6)/d t lfD(A) exp( -C1lfD(A) t).

By the choice of AA (4.23) , and since t~ = kfA,

lfD(tA > (fA)l/d )k = exp(-AAkfAlfD(A» = exp(-AAt~lfD(A».

Finally,

Iexp( -AAJlD(A) t~) - exp(-AAlfD(A) t~)1 < AA lfD(A)(t~ - t~) exp(-AAlfD(A) t~)

< A2 lfD(A}fA exp( -A1lfD(A} t~)

< C2 lfD(A}l-'Y exp(-C3lfD(A) t).

The lower estimate is obtained in a similar way. This finishes the proof.

5 Proof of the other theorems

5.1 Proof of Theorem 2.11

We start with a lemma on "badly self-repeating" patterns.

Definition 5.1. A pattern An is called badly self-repeating if there exists X, Ixl ::; n/2, such
that

Correspondingly, a cylinder is called bad if it is of the form C(An} with An badly self
repeating. The union of bad n-cylinders is denoted by Bn .

Lemma 5.2 (Conditionning on short repetitions). For a non-uniform exponentially
rp-mixing Gibbsian random field. There exist two strictly positive constants C, c such that
for every non-badly self-repeating n-pattern A = An the following inequality holds

lfD(A ~ C(n)\C(n/2) I A) ~ Cexp(-cn) .

Proof. Define the d - 1 dimensional patterns

8iA = AI (xEZd: xi=n) ,

and the border of a cube C(j),j E N

8iC(j) = {x E C(j): Xi = j} .

17



Then we have
d

{A --< C(n)\C(n/2)} ~ U{8iA --< C(n)\C(n/2)} .
i=l

By the mixing property (2.5)

d n

JID(A --< C(n)\C(n/2) I A):::; 2: 2: JID(8iA -< 8iC (j) I A)
i=l j=n/2

d n

< 2: 2: (JID(8i A --< 8iC (j)) + <p(j) 1{8iA --< 8iC(j)}I)
i=l j=n/2

< d t (mF JPl (8iA) + <P(j)) jd-1 :::; Cexp{-en} ,
j=n/2

where C, c are positive constants. D

We also need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4 (Iteration Lemma for pattern repetitions). Let tA be such that t1 ~

JPl(A)-t?, where rJ E (0,1). For i = 2, ... k, let Ci(tA) denote any collection of k disjoints
cubes of the form Xi + C(tA). Assume also that CdtA) = Xl + C(tA)\{O} is disjoint from
Ci(tA), i = 2, ... , k. Then we have the following inequality for all k:

Ill' (A -/.~C,(tA) I A) -II' (A -/. C(tA))' I
< C1 exp{-C2n} (JPl (A -I< C(tA)) + C1 exp{-C2n})k .

Proof. With the same argument as the one of the proof of Lemma 4.9 we have:

On the other hand

o

The rest of the proof follows as in the proof of Lemma 5.4 and using Lemma 5.2.

The proof of (2.13) in Theorem 2.11 now follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem
2.6 but it uses the two previous lemmas. It remains to prove (2.12):

18



Lemma 5.5 (Probability of badly self-repeating patterns). There exist c, C > 0 such
that

(5.6)

Proof. Put c;t = Cn n (Cn + x) and c;t = Cn n (Cn - x) . By definition of Bn, we have
the inequality:

JPl(Bn) S; JPl (:Jx : Ixl S; n/2 : O"c,t(x) = O"c~(x)) . (5.7)

Define the event Ex = {O" : O"c,t(x) = O"c;(x)}. If 0" E Ex, then there exists disjoint sets

S;i(x) and S;(x) such that O"s,t(x) = O"s~(x) and IS;i(x)I,IS;(x)\ > ond for some positive
o. Therefore, we have

JPl(Ex) < JPl(0"s,t(x) = 0"s; (x))

< sup {JPl (0"s,t(x) = 17IO"(s,t(x))" = e) :17 E °s,t(x) , € E O(s,t(xW }

< exp(-c'nd ) (5.8)

where in the last inequality we used the Gibbs property. Finally,

JPl(Bn) S; I: JPl(Ex) S; Ce-cnd .
x:lxl<n/2

5.2 Proof of Theorem 2.14

We start by showing the following summable upper-bound to

JPl{0" : log(rn (O")dJPl(C (O"en))) ~ log t} S;

I: JPl(Cn) P{O" : log(rn(O")dJPl(Cn » ~ logt ICn} + I: P(Cn).
~E~ ~E~

From Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 5.5 we get for all t > 0

JPl{O" : log(rn(O")dP(C(O"Cn))) ~ logt} S; (C'e-c'n
d+ e-Alt) + Ce-cnd .

Take t = tn = log(nE), € > All, to get

d "d 1 d
JPl{O" : log(rn(O") JPl(C(O"cn ))) ~ loglog(nE)} S; C e-cn + nEAl + Ce-cn .

An application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma tells us that

log [(rn(O"))dJPl(C(O"Cn))] S; loglog(nE) eventually a.s..

For the lower bound first observe that Theorem 2.11 gives, for all t > 0

d , ' d dP{O" : log(rn(O") JPl(C(O"cn »)) S; logt} S; C e-cn + (1- exp(-A2t)) + Ce-cn .

Choose t = tn = n-E
, E> 1, to get, proceeding as before,

log [(rn(O"))dP(C(O"Cn))] ~ -dogn eventually a.s..

Finally, let EO = max(Al 1
, 1).

19
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5.3 Proof of Theorem 2.19

We first show that the strong approximation formula (2.15) holds with W n in place of r n
with respect to the measure Q x lP'. We have the following identity:

f dQ(el I' {u : t(c. (u) > (I'(C(~c.))) lid} =

(Q x 1') { (e, u) : Wn(e, u) > (I'(C(~c.))t d

}

This shows immediately that Theorem 2.6 is valid with wn(e,O") in place of tqcJe) and
Q x lP' in place of lP', hence so is Theorem 2.14. Therefore for € large enough, we obtain

-Elogn ~ log [(wn(e, O"))dJID(C(eCn))] ~ loglogn€

for Q x JID-eventually almost every (e, 0"). Write

(5.10)

and use (5.10). After division by nd, we obtain (2.21) since limn-too rta logQ(C(O"cn)) =

-s(Q), Q-a.s. by the Shannon-Me Millan-Breiman theorem and limn-too rta log ~t~~~~:j~ =
s(QIlP'), Q-a.s. (Proposition 3.13 in Section 3).

5.4 Proof of Theorem 2.22 and Theorem 2.24

We use the strong approximation formula (2.15) from Theorem 2.14 to get

d log r n (0") + log lP',B (C(0"Cn)) 0 h l' n:n I all
---=-------'--....:....--d.-=-----'----'-----'------:.:..:....:... -+ W en n -+ 00, lor n-,B - a most 0" .

n 2
(5.11)

Therefore, it suffices to see that in the high-temperature regime we have a central limit
theorem for {-~loglP',B(C(O"Cn))}' By a standard argument presented below (5.15), one
has

lim ~ log! JID,B(C(eCn))-q dlP'(e) = P((1- q)(3U) + (q -1)P((3U). (5.12)
n-too n

There exists (31 > 0 such that for Izi S (31 the map z I-t P(zU) is analytic see e.g. [28].
Therefore, if I(q - 1)1(3 ~ (31, the map q I-t P((l - q)(3U) + (q - l)P((3U) is analytic. By
Bryc's theorem [8], this implies the CLT for {-;!;r logJID,B(C(O"cn))}. The variance rj2 is given
by

rP = :2 (P((1 - q)(3U)) (5.13)

which is strictly positive by strict convexity of the pressure in the analyticity regime. The
proof of Theorem 2.24 is the same once we observe that

by using (5.10).
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5.5 Proof of Theorem 2.28

Recall that for any Gibbs measure

-log lP(acJ '" L rdu(a) + log ZCn

iECn

and hence we have the identity

lim 1
d

log L IP(Cn)l-q = P((l - q)U) - (1 - q)P(U).
n-too n

Cn

In the sequel, we are going to show that

Jw~ddIP x IP ~ LIP(Cn)l-q,
Cn

for q > -1, and

(5.15)

(5.16)

JwitddIP x IP ~ LIP(Cn)2, (5.17)
Cn

for q ~ -1. Here an ~ bn means that max{anlbn,bnlan} is bounded from above. Clearly
(5.16) and (5.17) imply (2.30).

Let q> o. Then

J w~ddIP x IP = LIP(Cn) r t~~(a)dIP(a) (5.18)
C

n
JCn

= q LJlD(Cn)l-q roo tq-11P {t~n ~ JlD(~ )} dt. (5.19)
Cn JP(Cn) n

Now we are going to use the following corollary of Theorem 2.6: there exist positive constants
A, B, A', B' such that for any t > 0 one has

Ae-Bt < IP {td > _t_} < A'e-Blt.
- Cn - JlD(Cn) -

Then

K 1 LIP(Cn)l-q ~JwitddIP x IP ~ K2 LJlD(Cn)l-q,
Cn Cn

where
K 1 = qA loo tq-1e-Btdt, K 2 = qA' loo tq-le-B'tdt.

This establishes (5.16) for q ~ O.

Let now q E (-1,0).
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For every t > 0, we have the following estimates:

and

1 - e-!qt - (A2 - At}t ~ lP' { t~n ~ lP'(~n) } ~ 1 - e-
A2t + (A2 - A1)t .

The first estimate is a consequence of our main result Theorem 2.6. The second estimate
follows from Lemma 4.6. Hence, using the first inequality for large t, and the second
inequality for small t, we conclude that

K' "lP'(C )l+lql < !w-1q1dd]P' x J!D < K' "lP'(C )l+lqllL.". n - n - 2L.". n ,
Cn Cn

where K{ and K~ are strictly positive constants. Hence we obtain (5.16) for q E (-1,0).

Finally, let us consider the remaining case q ~ -1. Then for arbitrary € > 0 and
sufficiently large n one has

! w;;-lqldd]P' X lP' = Iql L lP'(Cn)l+lql rXJ

C 1ql - 1 lP' {t~n ~ _t-} dt
Cn Jrr"(Cn) lP'(Cn)

= IqILlP'(Cn)l+lql [r +/00] clql-llP'{t~n ~ _t_}dt
Cn Jrr"(Cn) € lP'(Cn)

= Iql L lP'(Cn)l+lql [I1(n, Cn, €) + 12 (n, Cn, €)] .
Cn

Clearly the second integral 12 (n, Cn, €) is uniformly bounded in n. Indeed,

However, the first integral Ir (n, Cn, €) is diverging in the limit n -+ 00. Therefore the
limiting behavior as n -+ 00 is determined by

The exponential law states that

as n -+ 00 uniformly in t. Hence, if we let

we conclude that
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as n -+ 00 uniformly in t. Therefore, I>-cn - ACn I -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Thus we continue the
estimate as follows

where we have used that

Similarly,

Finally, for sufficiently large n

! P(C )-Iql+i < I i (n C E) < ~ P(C )-Iql+i.2 n - , n, - 2 n

Therefore, using again that 12 (n, Cn, E) is bounded, for sufficiently large n we get

~ LJP>(Cn)2 ~! w~lqlddJPl x P ~ 3LJED(Cn)2.
Cn Cn

Thus, we obtain (5.17), which finishes the proof.
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